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Hormone uses & abuses: Normalising queer people
across the ‘Latin Atlantic’

Bullshit rating: 
💩💩💩💩💩

Please remember I am just repeating what the crazy lady
say, take everything with a pinch of salt.

So Goldsmiths held this talk which would ‘show how hormone therapies were used

and abused to normalise queer people, in particular gay and intersex individuals’.

Now, why does that sound so familiar? 🤔

… I can’t think … what does that remind me of … nope, it’s gone! 

Perhaps it’ll come back to me!

Chiara Beccalossi has been awarded a grant by the Wellcome Trust (a research

charity with deep pharmacology connections) and was responsible for the touring
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lecture ‘Transitional States: Hormones at the Crossroads of Art and Science’.

staff.lincoln.ac.uk/cbeccalossi

I attended ‘Transitional States’ in 2018 and can confirm was piss pour on science -

see my ‘moment’ about it if you wish - the only thing you really need to know is that

Stephen Whittle was involved and a room full of young women eager to hear about a

magical journey.

Reassuringly the Wellcome Trust’s funding is from ‘private equity, venture capital,

hedge funds and other investments’. So we can all be absolutely 100% sure that CB’s

research is not in any way tainted by the current manufacturers of progesterone. Cos

that just wouldn’t happen

CB began the lecture by reiterating the stated aims, that it would focus on abuse of

gay and intersex people with hormones and use the example of Italy vs Argentina. CB

stated (first of many times) that she was not against the use of hormones, e.g. ‘cis

women’ use contraceptive

pill and it is also essential for ‘trans’ people. 
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Initial use of hormone treatment became eugenic tool to improve the ‘Latin race’ but

also was used to oppress gay and intersex people.

[NB do not take here anything that she said as fact. I have no idea how accurate her

historical presentation was, except for the bits which were obvious BS]

First physician to use hormone treatments was German physician Arnold Berthold.

Used roosters to demonstrate the use of testosterone. Experimented with transplants

between gelded roosters and found it could reverse the effects.

More generally it was proved that the endocrine system helped to maintain health.

Scientist called Ernest Starling named hormones. First people to be used in

experiments were prisoners, or the doctors experimented on themselves.

‘Organotherapy’ was developed in 1889 - became v. popular in West. Freud received

‘rejuvenation’ therapy. 

[As it happens all the high-ups in the Nazi Party and Hitler himself were big fans, but

she failed to mention that, one can only wonder why.]

Around 1910, Dr Eugen Steinach, began grafting testes onto female rats and ovaries

onto male rats. 1915 progressed to using technique by implanting ‘undescended

testes’ into the abdomen on homosexual men. Another, Dr Voronoff, used animal

testes.

At the beginning of 20th Century doctors believed males and females were

fundamentally different, but by 1940s they began to realise that there were only two

different states and that you can change biological state.

CB used a similar (but more basic) ‘graph’ to the one below to make this point,

demonstrating that sex is actually a spectrum. 

She also said oestrogen can be found in the urine from a man for example.

1926 a scientist in Genoa and Fascist collaborator, Nicola Pende, developed the

system of ‘orthopology’ and ‘biotypology’. Humans had 4-5 different types of

biotypes, each of which had a specific psychological attribute.

Pende was also a sexologist and ran a popular Institute from 1926 until late 30s. The

main patient groups were infertility, impotence, homosexuality. Treatments offered

ranged from hormone therapy, radiation, gland implants (for impotence and

infertility).

Animals were slaughtered in same operating theatre. Ops were v. painful, often

resulting in high fevers and continuous vomiting. Sexual function often deteriorated
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after the treatments. Implants only worked for 2-3 years before another was needed.

CB said the v. disturbing aspect was that Pende’s Institute saw a lot of children, teens

and young adults. 

CB showed a slide, which she said was a ‘case study’ of a 22 yo gay man who was

treated with testosterone from a pig. She asked the students to note the improvement

in

penis size and pubic hair growth following tx. 

The Institute treated a huge number of people, possibly 60,000 per year/around 160

people per day (figure sounds vastly inflated to me). CB said that gay men and

intersex people received the more invasive procedures.

CB suspected that diagnoses for impotence and infertility were code words for

homosexuality. 

Pende’s Institute became the model for endocrinology treatment in Argentina since

the two countries have a close connection. A journal ‘Anales de Biotypologia’ was

published there.

Treatment in Argentina continued into 60s, whereas Italy stopped after 1944. 

CB offered up another ‘case study’. Mariano Castex was an Argentinian clinician. In

1927 he treated, Jose, 26 year old man who was ‘eunuchoid’ (i.e. intersex variation).

Until aged 18 Jose was a ‘normal man’ but started to grow very tall (6ft5”). Castex

noted subject had started to masturbate at 16, at 18 had sex with girlfriend. 

Castex treated him with glandular grafts. No one knows what happened to Jose

because doctor didn’t follow him up.

[Bit like nowadays, huh? Nice grooming CB, isn’t the past just the same as, well, now?

Plant the seeds early]

Castex was the first to use artificially manufactured testosterone with patients.

Another ‘case study’ was a 21 yo man with gynaecomastia who had also committed

the crime of sodomy. He received electric shocks to his genitals but also injections of

hormones as a ‘treatment’.

A 25 yo woman, who had had sex with another woman, and also liked maths and

business, was treated with 60 injections of hormones.

CB noted that these treatments were carried out in line with ‘Catholic precepts and

after birth’ and that hormones were used to bring men and women in line with

gender norms.

Final slide CB put up was of the front cover of Paul B. Preciado’s book ‘Testo Junkie:

Sex, Drugs, and Biopolitics in the Pharmacopornographic Era’. The slide stayed up

for an awful long time. See also contents list.



CB explained that Presciado is a ‘trans philosopher’ and has used testosterone to

experiment with their body and to challenge norms and normalisation. 

That was the end of the lecture and was followed by a brief Q&A.

CB stated that the experimental endocrinologists she had spoken about believed that

their treatments would normalise the bodies of their patients, but not treat the

psychological effects. [Strongly suspect CB was lying]

CB repeated that she believed the diagnosis of impotence was used to treat

homosexuals [obviously having a Naomi Klein moment]. 

200 hundred male prostitutes provided the research data for a book published in

Brazil.

Pende was protected by Catholic Church after Fascist Party fell in Italy. Fascist youths

in Italy often made referrals to the Institute of people they didn’t like. Pende signed

the Race Manifesto in 1938 in support of Mussolini.

The students were eager to know if there were any cases of transgender people

abused by hormones during this time. 

CB said that unfortunately terminology was just different back then and you have to

be true to the terminology.

One of the Goldsmiths lecturers also in attendance wanted to know more about

Presciado’s book. 

She asserted it was a brilliant work and very challenging, but also uncomfortable.

How does Presciado’s experiences relate back to the mistakes made in the past?

CB repeated that Presciado had challenged norms. Wanted to make clear she did not

promote it, but was fascinated by it, but did not want to glamourise it either. The

book isn’t historically accurate [neither are you love!] but felt that the media

discourse around drugs for

trans children was used against them. Women take contraceptive pills and that she

had had a ‘blast’ taking the pill.
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[Honestly as someone who had to take the pill for medical reasons I can guarantee

that is absolute shit, just absolute lies]

Yes, snorted the other lecturer, they’re [the kids] supposed to be in pain for the rest of

their lives. 

Question from a student: Were lesbians treated differently to gay men?

CB said she came across more cases of gay men than lesbians. She repeated that she

felt a lot of the women being treated for infertility were in fact lesbians. Also, you

can’t force a gay man to procreate!*

[*See arranged marriages CB you twit]

One student latched onto the fact he thought he had heard CB say that TW were

taking contraceptive pills in 60s and was disappointed he had misheard. But it was

agreed that if they could have had it at the time it would be a good work-around to

getting the real thing.

CB said that current Pope says that homosexuality is a psychological condition and

was indignant at the contradictions in such statements as previously the Church had

said it was a choice.

Another question: There is hidden violence in the technologies we use. How do we

learn from the past? 

CB answered that it was ‘impossible to learn’. Pharma is big business and that it was

important to ‘resolve the contradictions’ but also ‘never forget about it and write

about it’. Hormone tx can be great but never forget the past. Look how the media

treat the ‘poor children’ and then she laughed. 

A student asked how the ‘terf argument it’s harmful’ could be counteracted. [The

‘Testo Junkie’ slide was still up]

CB responded gay activists used medical theories in battle with Church. 

Final word went to male lecturer present. He flicked back through the slides to find

one which depicted a body builder using testosterone to body build - hormones can

be used to shape the body, he said.

I just don’t know. The brass neck of these people to criticise the first doctors trying to

understand endocrinology (fair enough- badly) and then to shamelessly say it’s okay

to do it now because ‘challenging norms’. 

I wonder what goes on. Really?
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